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Message from our Chief Executive
“The end of March 2021 marked the passing
the 1 year anniversary of the pandemic and
has been a year the like I have never
experienced before and one that we hopefully
will not experience again.”

It would be easy to focus on COVID19 and all the negative impacts it has had on our
communities, volunteers and staff members, but I would rather focus on the positivity
COVID19 brought with it and the way it has shaped how we are now working and the
improvements we have seen in our already brilliant service delivery.
We needed to repurpose the way that we had been working, and our first challenge
was how do we enable all staff to be able to work from home, and how do we keep
our front line workers safe? We had planned a Cloud migration for the latter part of
2020 so we prioritised and with the support of our wonderful IT Consultant, Alan
Harper Smith, we were ready to go fully online by mid-April. It was a great
achievement that we managed it – and with a grant from the COVID resilience fund we
managed to get screens, keyboards, headsets for all those staff members who needed
it.
In the offices we risk assessed and created safe working spaces, with screens, signage,
sanitiser stations, masks and lots of soap! Our Community Transport buses were fitted
with safety screens and special bandana masks were introduced for all drivers and
passenger assistants.
Our Good Neighbour and Village Hall teams combined and became the GNS Hub and
along with our Community Transport, Community Agents and Community Wellbeing
Teams who all became a part of both Bedford Borough and Central Bedfordshire
Councils Community Response Hubs. Our Farm Shop – The Barn – did home deliveries
and click and collect and our internal teams worked hard to keep the organisation
running and effective. It really was a huge team effort.
In October 2020, we restructured to keep up with our continued growth. The staff
team now stands at about 90 which has been both scary and exciting! I added a
Deputy CEO post and a new Senior Management Team structure to support staff and
enable us for further development in the future.
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You will see in this report the enormous effort, passion and commitment the
whole of #TeamBRCC and some of the amazing stories we are able to share with
you.
I am so proud to be the CEO of such a diverse, quirky and awesome Charity and all
I can do is thank my wonderful staff teams and volunteers for the continued
amazing job they do to connect and care for our communities every day.
Enjoy the report and see you next year!
Best wishes,
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Message from our Chair
“I am so proud of everyone who is part of
Beds RCC: staff, volunteers, Trustees, Patrons,
contractors.”

“We could have been intensely selfish at the beginning of this pandemic, only
looking after ourselves and our families.
Instead, we worked incredibly hard to find ways to keep assisting our clients
and beneficiaries to feel safe, supported and positively engaged in their
communities.
Our creativity, kindness and careful planning through 2020/21 have ensured
this is a strong, progressive and enormously valuable charity.”

Paula Grayson Beds RCC Chair
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Bedfordshire Rural Communities Charity (BRCC) is the leading community development
agency working across Bedfordshire, with a proven track record built up over 60 years.
Founded in 1953 as Bedfordshire Rural Community Council, Bedfordshire Rural
Communities Charity (BRCC) is a member of a national network of Rural Community
Councils under an umbrella organisation, ACRE.

The charity’s objects are:
to promote any charitable purpose for the benefit of the community primarily in
the historic county of Bedfordshire, and in particular, the advancement of
education, the protection of health and the relief of poverty, distress or sickness
in furtherance of that said purpose, but not otherwise, to promote and organise
cooperation in the achievement of the same and to that end to bring together
representatives of the voluntary organisations and statutory authorities in the
historic county of Bedfordshire.

Our mission
BRCC exists to support local community life in Bedfordshire. Its role is as
follows:

A coordinator of local community activity to enable communities to
do more for themselves and reduce reliance on the state
An intermediary between public (and private) service providers and
the people in local communities they need to reach
A manager of partnerships across public, private and voluntary
sectors to achieve common objectives (e.g. conservation, rural
economic development)
A direct provider of services (e.g. community transport) that help
people to participate in the community
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Who we are
Trustees
TRUSTEES
The Trustees who are also Directors of the company who served during the financial
year are as follows:
Miss Paula Grayson (Chair of the Board to March 31st 2021)
Mrs June Barnes
Mr Christopher Barker
Mr Barry George (Also a Director of BRCC Trading Services Board)
Rev Stephen Holroyd
Cllr Tim Hill
Mr Ian Kelly (Also a Director of BRCC Trading Services Board)
Mrs Ann Lovesey
Mr Eric Masih
Cllr Caroline Maudlin
Mr Brian Prickett
Mr Ian Riches (Also a Director of BRCC Trading Services Board)
Mr Tim Harcus (A Director of BRCC Trading Services Board only)
Mr John May (Resigned 1st November 202)
Mr Tim Hedges (Resigned 1st November 2020)
Mr John Lewis (Resigned 1st November 2020)
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Who we are
Officers
COMPANY SECRETARY
Mrs Tracy Cowan
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Mrs Tracy Cowan
SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Mr Cliff Andrews
Ms Janice Janes
Mr Neville Jephcote
Mrs Kate Ellis
Mr Matthew Philcox (BRCC Trading Services)
REGISTERED OFFICE
The Old School, Southill Road, Cardington, MK44 3SX
BANKERS
CAF BANK, 25 Kings Hill Avenue, Kings Hill, West Malling, Kent, ME19 4JQ
AUDITORS
Streets Chartered Accountants Potton House, Wyboston Lakes, Great North
Road, Bedfordshire, MK44 3BZ
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BRCC Organisation chart
Tracy Cowan
Chief Executive

Cliff Andrews
Deputy Chief Executive &
Head of Supporting
Communities

Janice Janes
Director of Finance &
Business Services

Village Halls

Finance

Door 2 Door Bus Service

Community Referral
Bedford Borough

The Barn

Community Planning

Greensand Country
Landscape Partnership

Greensand Country Bus
Service

Community Referral
Central Bedfordshire

Ridgmont Heritage Centre
& Tea Room

Good Neighbours

Business Services
(Trading)

Marston Vale Community
Rail Partnership

Social Prescribing Primary
Care Networks

Walking for Health

Warden Abbey Vineyard

Beds & Herts Community
Rail Partnership

Data Protection

Community Agents

Marketing

Mobility Hub
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Green Infrastructure
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Conservation Volunteering

Neville Jephcote
Head of Community
Transport

Kate Ellis
Head of Community &
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Matt Philcox
Head of Business Services
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Overview of the year
As well as continually providing vital
services to communities for many
years, this year we have really
demonstrated our dedication to our
communities during one of the most
difficult times we have ever faced.
Covid 19 affected the day to day lives
of many across Bedfordshire and our
Supporting Communities Department
rose to the challenge.
Our Good Neighbour Network Team
supported Central Bedfordshire
Council’s Covid-19 Community hub by
contacting 1,750 residents identified as
potentially vulnerable to find out who
needed help.
Between April to June, our Team of 8
Village and Community Agents worked
to support 537 isolated and vulnerable
residents by phone instead of the usual
home visits, and are now able to hold
open-air meetings with clients in their
garden or a local public space to tackle
issues too complicated for the phone.
Our Village Hall Advisor has been very
busy at both ends of lockdown,
providing information, guidance and
support to dozens of community
building committees, which are integral
to so many groups and activities in
making communities what they are.
Our Community Transport Department
Team re-purposed itself to support the
Covid-19 response in Bedford
Borough, using volunteers and those
drivers not isolating. At one point
drivers were delivering around 120

shopping orders a week to residents in
and around Bedford, with the help of
volunteers.
The effort has been immense and all
our teams have worked tirelessly and
with determination to provide vital
support in such a difficult time, and we
are incredibly proud of them.
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What we do…
As a Rural Charity we work to support
our communities with a wide and
varied approach across three main
areas;

Supporting
communities
This area of our work focusses on the
health and wellbeing of people, and
the environment they live in.
Our Community Referral (Social
Prescribing) service allows GPs, nurses
and other care professionals to refer
people for non-medical, community
based support and services via our
Community Wellbeing Champions. It
bridges the gap between the NHS and
the community and frees up GP time.
Similarly, our Community Agents help
isolated and vulnerable people to
access to information, support, one to
one help and links to other services to
enable them to remain independent
and provide early intervention before
they need social care.
We have 47 Good Neighbours schemes
with over 1,000 volunteers, each
independently run and offering help to
around 1,000 recipients each quarter
with lifts, shopping, befriending, and
more.
For the last 15 years, we have run Walk
4 Health Bedfordshire, through which
we deliver 38 walk programmes - free
and open to all.
We also provide a range of Community
and Countryside initiatives, including

wildlife conservation and volunteering.
We facilitate the Community-led
Planning and Rural Housing across
Bedfordshire, offering advice and
support in creating a Parish, Town,
Neighbourhood or Green
Infrastructure Plan, and we are part of
the ACRE national network of Village
Hall Advisors, we provide information,
advice and support to Charitable
Village Hall Committees.
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What we do…
Rural Development

Community Transport

Rural development focuses on our
work to support and develop
opportunities for rural projects and
business.

Community transport assists with the
needs of vulnerable people across
Bedfordshire.

We are the accountable body for the
Greensands Country Landscape
Partnership, which is in place to help
raise awareness of the heritage value of
the Greensand Country and reverse the
gradual decline in the distinctive
landscape.
Our LEADER Programme (EU funded)
provides investment funding to small
businesses, farmers, community groups
and charities to develop the rural
economy, and includes two Local
Action Groups; the Greensand Ridge
and Beds & Hunts Claylands, which
have funded dozens of projects.
We also have two not-for-profit
ventures; Warden Abbey Vineyard and
The Barn in Cardington which is our
café, deli and butchery, offering locally
sourced produce.

Door to Door and Greensand Country
is our wheelchair accessible minibuses
for those unable to use public
transport. Door to Door operates in the
Bedford area; Greensand Country
operates in northern Central Beds.
Our Mobility Hub at Bedford Bus
Station enables those with limited
mobility to hire or purchase a range of
mobility equipment.
We host two Community Rail
Partnerships and we are responsible for
Ridgmont Station, a Grade II Listed
building dating back to 1846, designed
by the Duke of Bedford. We restored it
between 2007 and 2013 and it’s now
open to the public with a heritage
centre, tea rooms and office space.
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Achievements and performance
Review of activities – BRCC
This was an unusual year for the
Charity with the COVID-19 Pandemic
affecting the whole Country. This
meant that some of the usual activities
could not happen and that some of
our projects and services had to adapt
and change to meet the needs of our
Communities.
In October 2020 there was an
organisational re-structure and the
Head of Supporting Communities
became the Deputy Chief Executive
whilst retaining ownership of the
Supporting Communities Department.
Within Supporting Communities a new
Department – Community and
Wellbeing was introduced under the
leadership of Kate Ellis – Head of
Community and Wellbeing.
Corporate Services became a new
department called Finance and
Business Services headed up by Janice

Janes who became Director of Finance
and Business Services. Matt Philcox
joined as Head of Business Services
and takes ownership of The Barn and
Ridgmont Station Heritage Centre and
Tearoom.
As well as the Finance Team, the
Greensand Country Landscape Team
moved across and management of
BRCC Trading Services staff and
projects moved into this area.
Rural Development as a department
was paused as the LEADER Programme
came to end.
The work ethic, passion and tenacity of
our staff has been amazing in this
extremely difficult year. All staff
whether frontline facing or back office
have been an absolute credit to BRCC
and we are very privileged to have
such a wonderful staff and volunteer
team.

HM Lord-Lieutenant of Bedfordshire, Helen Nellis, was delighted to make a socially distant covid
safe visit to BRCC to thank the volunteers and staff for their tremendous efforts during the
pandemic.
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Supporting communities
Supporting Communities continued to have a
bumper year in what was a very challenging year.
The introduction of the Community and Wellbeing
Department has seen Supporting Communities to
continue to be the largest department in the
Charity.

Community and wellbeing department
The Community and Wellbeing
Department continued to grow and
expand. The pandemic ensured that our
Community Wellbeing Champions were
in great demand – and although GP
referrals reduced being part of the
Community Response Hubs meant that
other activities such as wellbeing calls
and virtual patient sessions become the
norm throughout 20/21.
With all this additional work the team
also managed over 1000 patient
referrals during the year.
Our SLA’s with Central Bedfordshire
Council and Bedford Borough Council
were extended by a year and we now
have 10 of the county’s 11 PCN’s who
have bought into our service. By the
end of the year the team had grown
with 21 front-line Community
Wellbeing Champions, 2 Area Leads
and our Data Support Officer.
Development work continued
throughout the year and we were

successful in securing funding from the
NHS Charities Together (Captain Sir
Tom Moore) fund for a Digital Inclusion
Project which we hope to commence in
21/22.
We also agreed to develop a pilot with
the NHS Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG) to pilot a Mental Health Social
Prescriber. Again this project is due to
commence in 21/22.
Our dedicated website
www.yourwellbeingbedfordshire.org.uk
launched during the year and provides
information and guidance to our
communities to support them and a
referral pathway into the service.
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Case study
Community Wellbeing Champions excel during
Covid crisis
22 Community Wellbeing Champions
(CWCs) covered Central Bedfordshire and
Bedford Borough during the pandemic,
supporting their existing case loads and
accepting new referrals from existing
pathways. The challenge was one they
faced head on and excelled at.

Kate Ellis, Community and Wellbeing
Service Manager, said “We knew we would
have to change our usual working patterns
quite quickly to meet the needs of service
users during this crisis. The team of CWCs
adapted to the changes in service with a
smile, supporting each other and quickly
adjusting to an online home based
service.”
The CWCs
• Supported 1,652 residents referred to
CRSP for an ‘Ongoing support and
Wellbeing call’
• Supported the Primary Care service for
NHSE to contact the shielding
population – 1,762 in total, 881 hours of
support
• Helped connect food deliveries and local
volunteer groups such as GNS to collect
prescriptions

• Created Active Minds, a 6-week
workshop connecting people online and
offering support strategies
• Met clients for a Walk & Coach session
(all CWCs are also trained Health
Coaches)
All calls with those referred and needing
prescriptions were in depth and the CWCs
shared NHS guidance with the patients to
ensure they were able to safely shield at
home.
Crucially, the team talked to clients about
how Covid was affecting them and what
they were missing most; their loved ones,
restaurants, freedom.
CWCs also offered follow up calls helped
connect them to loved ones and friends via
video calls, as lots of people they spoke to
had the means but not the confidence or
skills to connect.
Kate Ellis, continued, “All the CWCs pulled
together and made a huge difference. They
are a great team and I’m very proud of
what they’ve achieved to help those most
in need. They really did step up to the
mark.”
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Village and Community Agents
Our Village Agents operate across all of
the villages in Bedford Borough, funded
principally by Bedford Borough Council.
A team of part-time Agents identify
hard-to-reach people in rural areas and
help them to improve their quality of
life by referring them to mainstream
services, or support networks within the
community.
In addition, we have Community Agents
working with individual communities in

Central Bedfordshire through local
funding arrangements.
As part of the pandemic response our
Village and Community Agents were
assigned to the Response Hubs and
over the course of 20/21 they
supported 1590 vulnerable clients,
including 395 people who had never
used the service before.

Good Neighbour and Village Care Scheme
Network
Good Neighbour and Village Care
Schemes play a valuable role in their
communities, enabling people in need
to access the kind of occasional
voluntary help that one neighbour
might provide for another, which can be
a factor in enabling people to continue
living independently in their own
homes.
This year saw how vital these schemes
are in our communities and our Good

Neighbour Team supported schemes
across the county in undertaking nearly
37,000 tasks/ acts of support.
Over 2,300 residents contacted their
local schemes directly to seek support
and an additional 1,800 were referred
to our groups via Local Authority
Community Response Hubs.
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Case study
Everyone needs good neighbours
During the Covid 19 crisis, our Good Neighbour Network Team supported Central
Bedfordshire Council’s Covid-19 Community hub by referring over 1,750 potentially
vulnerable local residents to our amazing network of Good Neighbour groups.
The volunteer Support provided included delivering food parcels and prescriptions,
shopping, befriending phone calls and practical tasks – all while following social
distancing guidance.
Many of these initial requests have led to ongoing regular support and volunteers
across Bedfordshire carried out over 12,000 acts of support for just over 2,700
vulnerable residents between April and June – more than twice the number they
would normally do in three months.
We have also referred hundreds of offers of volunteer help to the Good Neighbour
groups. Over 900 residents have been actively involved in their good neighbour group
this quarter.
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Rural Development
Green Infrastructure
BRCC is leading on a number of ‘Green
Wheels’ (linking publicly accessible
green spaces and routes within and
around rural towns) in the Ivel Valley
area. During 2020/21 we continued to
work on 4 Green Wheels which will
launch in the future.

BRCC continues to deliver a variety of
other activities that involve local people
in designing, conserving and being
active in their local green spaces,
including Walking 4 Health and the Ivel
Valley Conservation Volunteers –
although during lockdown these
activities were very restricted.

Voluntary sector support
BRCC continues to deliver support
services to voluntary and community
sector groups, including group
transport hire, DBS checking and
specialist advice to community building

committees. During the year we
provided COVID-19 guidance and
support for Community buildings
throughout Bedfordshire.

Housing and planning
BRCC supports local communities to
plan for their future through
Neighbourhood and Green
Infrastructure (GI) planning. During the
year we supported 13 Neighbourhood
Plan groups; including the delivery of
workshops in partnership with LA’s. We
worked with 5 communities on Green
Infrastructure Plans, including the
identification of important sites to be
designated and protected as Local
Green Spaces.
In addition we help rural parishes to
meet their affordable housing needs by
carrying out household surveys.
Our Community Led Housing Hub
Eastern Community Homes – formed
with our ACRE colleagues in the East of

England - officially launched with a two
day conference. Eastern Community
Homes supports groups from these
geographical areas.
We help them work with the necessary
local authorities to deliver communityled housing projects. The main aim is to
increase the number of experts at hand
to locals interested in community-led
housing.
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Community Transport
BRCC is Bedfordshire’s only
countywide Community Transport
provider, delivering services ranging
from Door 2 Door minibus to
Community Rail Partnerships.

Door to Door / Greensand Country Transport
BRCC operates two personalised
transport (‘dial-a-ride’) service for
individuals who experience significant
difficulties in accessing conventional
public transport.

services stopped completely. However
we were honoured to be called to
support the two Community Response
Hubs for both Bedford Borough and
Central Bedfordshire Councils.

‘Door to Door ’covers the whole of
Bedford Borough and ‘Greensand
Country’ community transport covers
northern Central Bedfordshire. Between
them, they cover 75% of Bedfordshire’s
area, from Dean & Shelton in the north
to Harlington in the south. The services
operate jointly, with vehicles and drivers
often covering both services on the
same journey.

The drivers and staff were exemplary in
switching roles and doing shopping,
delivering food parcels, taking the
vulnerable and isolated for COVID-19
vaccinations and generally supporting
our communities in Bedfordshire.
Drivers worked extra hours as
volunteers to ensure we were able to
get support to those that needed it. We
completed over 1300 shopping trips
and 367 vaccination trips – a real
achievement indeed.

The pandemic and Lockdown
restrictions meant that our traditional

Bedford Mobility Hub
The Mobility Hub was closed during the
whole of 20/21 at the request of
Bedford Borough Council as Bedford
was a pandemic hotspot.
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Community Transport
Travelling Safely
Very early in the first lockdown, we had to find a way to
make our vehicles as Covid-secure as possible.
Although the numbers of people we carried reduced
dramatically, there were still a very small number
travelling. We installed screens, cleaning regimes, mask
wearing, social distancing measures and control office
working from home where possible

Lockdown Shopping
We were very involved with Bedford Borough’s ‘Hub’ –
undertaking shopping for those who were unable to,
such as the elderly, infirm, those isolating for health
reasons. We were working six days a week, often doing
20 shops a day, and in total undertook 1,618 in about
four months. The drivers worked brilliantly and very
hard, choosing to work extra days without pay, as time
went on being assisted by volunteers.

Community Rail Partnerships
BRCC hosts two Community Rail
Partnerships (for the Bedford to
Bletchley line (Marston Vale) and the
Bedford-St Albans City line (Beds &
Herts), which act as a bridge between
the railway industry and local
communities.
This has been a quiet year for train
engagement as many train services
were stopped (Marston Vale) or
reduced (Beds & Herts Line). However
the team continued to engage with the
community and keep them up to date.
This was very difficult when physical
activities are restricted. However they
commissioned on-line activities and

concerts, such as The Femmes
commemorating 75 years since D-Day
helped to keep people together and
provide some entertainment.
The Femmes also performed a
Christmas show.
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Case study
Covid clean products
As people started to think about travelling again, a lot of Good
Neighbour Schemes across Bedfordshire wanted to restart,
using their volunteers’ cars in a Covid- friendly way. The
Transport Team helped to deliver 2,000 packs of Covid-clean
products, and screens to fit in the cars.

Vaccination Transport
As the vaccination program was rolled out, Door to Door and
Greensand Country community transport offered free transport
to vaccination centres. No membership or travel charges
required, although donations were requested and many were
generous in giving. We carried around 440 people to
vaccinations in this way, again frequently outside our usual
hours, including weekend and evenings, with staff working on a
voluntary basis. An unexpected bonus from this was a flurry of
applications from people impressed with our service.

21
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Finance and business services
Financial and HR management
During this year the progress that was
started in 2019-20 was consolidated
and developed.
The team capacity was increased and
the focus was on ensuring the positive
changes were maintained whilst
continuing to improve finance
procedures and debtors. The Finance

Officer became Finance and Records
Officer and had some HR elements
added to her role. This included COVID
Temporary work from home contract
variations, an audit of all staff records
and the implementation of a new HR
filing system. This is still in progress.

IT and Website
With the impact of the pandemic and
the instruction to lockdown and work
from home – the investment of moving
to a cloud based system paid off
hugely.
All staff members who needed access
to work files were able to do this from
any location. There was an increase in IT
purchases – laptops, wireless keyboard,
mice, headsets which enabled our
teams to work from home effectively
and safely.

Where needed staff were able to
“borrow” their office chair or screens,
etc. to use at home.
Our newly developed website was
launched during the year and provides
a better opportunity for people to see
the wide range of work we do. The
marketing team ensures it is up to date
and current – which during the
pandemic was vital.
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Marketing
During the year we appointed a parttime Marketing Manager. This has
enabled us to have a better social

media presence and up to date and
relevant information on our new
website.

Greensand Country Landscape Partnership
The Greensand Country Landscape
Partnership programme is now leading
into its final year of delivery and will
transition in 2021 to the Forward
Plan/Legacy phase. The successful
Greensand Country May Festival was
cancelled in May 2020 due to the
pandemic. This has impacted upon
some project delivery due to either key
staff being on furlough or planned
projects having some seasonality
limitations. Heritage Lottery Fund have
agreed to a Programme End date
extension of November 2022 but we
are anticipating that the majority of
project delivery will be completed by
August/September 2021.

Ridgmont Heritage Centre
The management of the centre moved
into Finance and Business Services.

A centre manager was appointed who
led on a refurbishment of the Heritage
Centre and Tearoom.

BedsRCC Annual Report 2020-21
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Achievements and performance
Review of activities – BRCC Trading Services Ltd
Bedfordshire Rural Communities Charity operates a wholly-owned subsidiary
company entitled BRCC Services Ltd, the purpose of which is to raise funds to support
the charity. The directors of the company are:
P Grayson
B George
I Kelly
I Riches
T Harcus
T Cowan (Secretary)
The main trading activities of BRCC Services Ltd are currently:
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The Barn Cardington
This has been a very positive year for
our Farm shop – The Barn. After a
difficult 2019/20 – a new manager –
Matt Philcox - was appointed in May
2020 and has transformed the offering
to ensure we are continuing to support
local producers and suppliers; provide
the local community with access to
high quality produce on its doorstep;
and provide employment and

volunteering opportunities for local
people.
During the pandemic The Barn offered
home delivery and contactless
shopping options. The Marquee café
became a place for people to meet
safely outside, which was very valued
by many customers.

Case study
Marquee dining
Before Covid our cafe space inside at
the Barn had always been small and
cosy. However in the face of a
pandemic small and cosy wasn’t an
option. How would we serve our
growing customer base safely?
Our wonderfully creative team
purchased a gigantic marquee
otherwise known as Tenty McTent Face!
Tenty allowed us to serve more

customers in a safe covid compliant
environment.
We increased the number of tables
which we supplemented with a number
of outdoor picnic benches. On a busy
lunch time often all of the tables inside
the marquee and outside were filled
with happy satisfied customers.

26
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Ridgmont Station
Tea Room
The Heritage Centre and Tearoom were
renovated and refreshed over lockdown
and a new focus on this area will
happen during 2021/22.

Warden Abbey Community Vineyard
BRCC manages the Warden Abbey
vineyard as a community project, in
order to provide rewarding
volunteering opportunities locally while
also continuing to make award-winning
local wines. The Friends group
continues to be particularly active in
helping to ensure the sustainability of
the project. This year’s harvest was
affected by the late frost that happened

Case studies
Antiques Roadshow
visits the vineyard
Antiques Road Trip visited Warden Abbey
Vineyard on Wednesday 8 July 2020.
Expert James Braxton interviewed
historian Margaret Roberts and Vineyard
Manager Jane Markham.
The programme aired on 10 November
2020 at 4.30pm.
Photos by Christopher James Hall

in May 2020, which meant that sadly we
only got around a quarter of what was
picked the year before.
The 10th Anniversary and other
planned events were unable to happen
due to the pandemic but the core
group of wonderful volunteers worked
tirelessly to ensure the Vineyard was
tended to and looked after during
lockdown.
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Financial review
Reserves policy
The trustees have identified the need for the Charity to hold unrestricted reserves for
three principal reasons:
a)
b)
c)

To remain resilient and manage risk in an increasingly uncertain and volatile
operating environment
To accommodate cash flow pressures at a time when a number of BRCC’s income
streams involve payment in arrears
To allow for significant contingency, particularly the costs incurred in the event of
winding down the Charity

Its unrestricted reserves will therefore contain two elements:
1. Resilience funds: BRCC will hold between 1 and 3 months’ total budgeted operating
costs in order to provide sufficient cash flow for the organisation while enabling it to
address future opportunities, threats and risks as part of its long-term financial
planning.
2. Designated funds: ( £699,745 2020/21 )
The trustees have designated a Contingency Fund (to cover the likely costs of winding
up the organisation); a Building & Vehicles Maintenance Reserve (to cover
extraordinary repairs or maintenance costs); and a Fixed Assets Reserve (reflecting the
current value of its Fixed Assets).
The trustees review the levels of these designated funds annually.
The Charity will not hold more reserves than it needs to deliver the aims of this policy,
in order to ensure that it continues to meet the needs of its current beneficiaries as
effectively as possible.
The level of reserves held will be monitored monthly by the Management Team and
quarterly by the Board of Directors. The Board will review this reserves policy annually.
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Financial review
Financial review
During the year, the charity and its trading subsidiary BRCC Services Ltd raised
income of £2,345,953 (2019/20 £2,000,198) to enable it to deliver a range of activities
under its charitable objectives. This income came principally from Local and Central
Government, the European Union, Lottery distributing bodies and other funders
through a range of service level agreements, grants and contracts. A proportion also
came directly from clients and beneficiaries (through fees and charges), and some
from retail activities and donations.
Total expenditure during the year amounted to £2,305,528 (2019/20 £2,238,657),
resulting in an overall net movement in funds for the year of £40,425
(2019/20 £(238,459) ).
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Highlights of the year
37,000 Good Neighbour Tasks
were carried out
Community Agents supported
1590 vulnerable clients
Supported 13 Neighbourhood
Plans
Led on 5 Green Infrastructure
Plans
We provided over 1300 Shopping
Trips and 367 Vaccination trips
Community and Wellbeing
managed 1000 patient referrals
We have over 300 volunteers in
projects across Bedfordshire
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Social media engagement
BedsRCC has

1,026 followers
We now have

1,326 followers
On the Barn Instagram account

We engaged with

1581 followers
On our Twitter account this year

The BRCC website had

15,000 visits
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Plans for the future
1. Develop new Partnerships to enhance our current offer
including potential mergers with other Charities
2. Develop our presence in the South of the County and Luton.
3. Continue to grow our Community and Wellbeing Service,
securing funding from LA’s/CCG and the Primary Care
Networks and further expand into Green Social Prescribing
and Digital Isolation areas
4. Continue to develop the Good Neighbour and Village Care
Scheme Network
5. A partnership with the Southill Estate will bring the
development of a new café/restaurant concept in January
2022
6. To acquire full Museum accreditation for Ridgmont Heritage
Centre and develop the offer
7. To build on the success of the LEADER programme and look
for further opportunities (Shared Prosperity Fund) to be
announced in April 2022
8. Deliver the HLF funded Greensand Country Landscape
Partnership programme
9. Continue to develop collaborative relationships with other
local organisations and within the ACRE Network
10. Continue to diversify income streams where possible

